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Dexecure Services Website Acceleration

+ ~15.13% increase in conversion rate
+ ~8% increase monthly revenue in 2019
+ Reduced bandwidth consumption (8.6
TB) for end users
+ Up to 18.46% faster load time of webpages
+ Better user experience for end users

Goals
“E-commerce landscape in growing exponentially in Indonesia. We
have to ensure that we provide our end users with the best user
experience in order to remain competitive.”
Merdyanto - CEO Office at Bobobobo

Bobobobo - is Indonesia’s luxury e-Commerce website
Bobobobo is Indonesia’s luxury e-commerce website, selling various designer women’s and men’s fashion brands. The
dynamic website enables its visitors to have unlimited choices of fashion items that caters to everyone’s taste and makes
shopping fun and enjoyable for everyone.

Ever since the website’s inception in 2013 by its original founder Jimmy Akili, the digital landscape in Indonesia has seen
massive changes and e-commerce in the country has taken off. Targeting the growing middle and upper-class Indonesia
market, Bobobobo helps to connect brands, retailers and people who are interested in provoking new standards of fashion and lifestyle.

Need for Performance Optimization
Indonesia’s internet penetration rate has exploded from 18% in 2011 to 58% in 2018 according to APJII (Association for
Internet Service Provider in Indonesia). This rapid growth in internet penetration, along with high annual growth of
e-commerce industry in Indonesia, were the two main drivers that explain Bobobobo‘s exponential growth in website
traffic.
It was not long that Bobobobo.com started experiencing slow website loading times. Additionally, the growth of the
overseas market has also created a challenge for Bobobobo to effectively serve the new markets and delivers a satisfactory performance for them.
"We wanted to make our website as fast as possible, however this takes alot of effort from our developers to keep up
witht the latest and emerging optimisation technicques."
Merdyanto - CEO Office at Bobobobo

Dexecure’s Solution
Bobobobo chose Dexecure because of its expertise in seamlessly speeding up websites automatically. This allows for
their developers to focus on building their website with features rather than having to focus on website performance.
Furthermore, Bobobobo replaced there existing image optimisation & resizing tool to Dexecure to manage there
assets.
Dexecure decided to work with our partner CD Networks to acheive the optimal performance for Bobobobo in Indonesia. Dexecure's proprietary and cutting edge technology is easily implemented and is compatible with any device or
browser.

WWW.DEXECURE.COM

We decided to optimize all of our assets using Dexecure. Our
developers found the technology very useful and easy to implemet. Dexecure has saved us incredible amount of time and
resources that we would have needed to optimise our website
internally.
- Merdyanto, CEO Office at Bobobobo

The Results Exceeded Expectation
Dexecure’s Web Acceleration solution was able to address Bobobobo’s issues and the results speak for themselves: Just
a few weeks after the integrating Dexecure, the website loading time became faster by up to 18% on some webpages.
Dexecure was able to save ~8.6 TB of bandwidth each month. This is significant savings in terms of cost and allows for
less data to be downloaded by there end users.

Dexecure helped Bobobobo to solve the website speed issue, bandwidth savings, better user experience and better
manage there web assets which has been bothering them for quite some time. Our collaboration has helped Bobobobo
to be one step closer in achieving their goal to go mainstream and further grow their customer base.
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15.13%

Increase in conversion rate
(November 2018 vs April 2019)

18.46%

Speed Improvement

About Us
Dexecure is a leading software-as-a-service(SaaS) company that uses proprietary, cutting edge technologies to
automatically optimise high-traffic websites. Dexecure is a YCombinator Fellowship alumnus and is supported by
leading venture capitalist firms like Cocoon Capital and Walden International.
In the ever-changing landscape of network protocols, browser features, and platforms, Dexecure seamlessly
integrates, continuously optimizes and adapts website assets to proivde more page views, conversions, increased
revenues and happier users.
Dexecure is headquartered in Singapore. For more information please visit: https://dexecure.com.

Get in touch with us to speed up your website
Sales@dexecure.com
+65 9362 8233
+65 8748 2304
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